DFS Dryer- Full- Service
Information

The average gives the world its existence,
the extraordinary their value.
(Oscar Wilde)

Service for your dryer
Reactive, preventive, proactive or predictive
Repair, inspection, maintenance and improvement
geared towards needs and benefits

The absolutely only and correct concept does not exist unfortunately. The reasonable mix and
distribution of the different maintenance and repair concepts results in success.
Suitable services for your different maintenance and repair concepts:
1. DCS Dryer Condition Service. We check your dryer once or at reasonable intervals for
abnormalities, problems and malfunctions. If we find something, we document it in a list of
working points and a detailed report. On the basis of our report and the working-point list
we create together a plan for how to proceed. If possible, we will immediately remedy any
defects found. We offer this service at a flat rate including travel and incidental costs.
2. DMS Maintanance Service. During your maintenance shifts or annual maintenance, we carry
out repair work based on the list of work points. We proactively replace components with
meaningful and economic aspects. So you have the best reliability for many months. In order
to have the greatest efficiency and the best cost-benefit ratio, it makes sense for customers
who do not have a dryer condition service to have an inspection carried out by us four to six
weeks before maintenance. This can ensure that we can solve all problems. This service is
billed according to our current table for hourly rates and additional costs. We will be happy
to send them to you on request, together with our spare parts list.
3. MTS Mematech Technical Service. You identify a problem and contact us. First we try to help
you by phone. If our telephone support does not lead to success, the next mematech
technician will analyze and fix it on site. This service is billed according to our current table
for hourly rates and additional costs. We will be happy to send them to you on request,
together with our spare parts list.

Other services for your dryer:
1. Fast and inexpensive supply of wear and spare parts
2. Sale of high quality silicone application rollers
3. Advice and sale of alternative and better spare parts
4. constructive improvements
5. Exhaust measurement
6. Fan wheel repairs including welding, sandblasting, painting and fine balancing
7. Complete overhauls of fan units
8. Repairs of burner chambers
9. Delivery and exchange of overhauled and new burner chambers
10. Component repairs
11. Advice on the purchase of "second hand dryers"
12. Complete overhaul when purchasing “second hand dryers”
13. Commissioning of "second hand dryers"
14. Upgrade from old control to Siemens S7
15. Maintenance training
16. Operator training

In addition to the services we offer you access to our service and documentation system. We would
be happy to present this system to you personally.

If you have any further questions, please contact:
mematech GmbH
Westendstraße 1
45143 Essen
Telefon +49 201 490394 50
Telefax +49 201490394 57
info@mematech.de
www.mematech.de

